1BHK - TYPICAL FIRST FLOOR TO THIRTEENTH FLOOR PLAN

ONLY FOR TENDER PURPOSE

FLATS IN EACH FLOOR: 14 NOS
AREA: 692.68 SMT
LIP AREA: 665.51 SMT
COVERAGE AREA: 664.77 SMT

CONSULTANTS: impr1nts
ARCHITECTURE - STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
8 A, P.V.D VIVEK - 500 003
E-MAIL: impr1nts@gmail.com
TEL: 980-2340435

PROJECT:
PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION OF 240 (1 BHK AND 2 BHK) FLATS AND INFRASTRUCTURE WORKS UNDER CHIEF MINISTER ONE LAKH MULTI STORIED HOUSING SCHEME AT SY. NO.1 CHIKKELURE RAMPUR VILLAGE, BANGALORE

CLIENT:
RAJIV GANDHI RURAL HOUSING CORPORATION LTD.
2BHK - TYPICAL FIRST TO SIXTH FLOOR PLAN

PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION OF 240 (1 BHK AND 2 BHK) FLATS AND INFRASTRUCTURE WORKS UNDER CHIEF MINISTER ONE LAKH MULTI-STORIED HOUSING SCHEME AT SY. NO.1 CHIKKELLURE RAMPUR VILLAGE, BANGALORE